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Color Archiver Crack+ PC/Windows [Latest]
Color Archiver is a light-weight Windows application that comes packaged with extensive color searching and decoding tools.
Features: Compact Design Color Decoder Decode HEX, RGB, CMYK, and HTML Inclusive of RGB and CMYK color models
Maintains an extensive library of colors Supports a color scheme from 1616 to 16,777,216 colors Useful Information Color
Archiver Screenshots Version: 1.3.2 Size: 8.1 MB Color Archiver - Archiver de couleurs professionnel This tool allows you to
decode and search web colors. It comes with a compact design and a smart color decoder that works with many kinds of
browsers including IE 9, 8, and 8.1 (offline mode) and Google Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Maxthon, and Dolphin. As you can see,
it is small in size and it doesn’t eat up a lot of CPU, RAM, and disk space. Features: Compact Design Color Decoder Decode
HEX, RGB, CMYK, and HTML Inclusive of RGB and CMYK color models Maintains an extensive library of colors Supports a
color scheme from 1616 to 16,777,216 colors Useful Information Color Archiver Screenshots Version: 1.2 Size: 7.5 MB
ColorArchiver Demo Color Archiver is a Windows application that comes packed with comprehensive decoding, color
searching, and determining. ColorArchiver provides a simple and easy way to find out RGB, CMYK, HTML, hexadecimal
values, and even a list of favorite colors. That is to say, it allows you to decode and analyze colors, encode, and find the RGB
value, CMYK value, Hexa, and R, G, B value. Plus, you can view a color palette with web colors, view a list of favorite colors,
show a color code, as well as perform conversion operations (e.g. decimal to hexadecimal, decimal to octal). Conclusion:
ColorArchiver doesn’t eat a lot of system resources, so it doesn’t cause a slowdown of computer performance. The application is
quite easy to use thanks to a compact design and a smart color decoder that works with many kinds of web browsers.
ColorsArchiver - Tool de recher
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Color Archiver PC/Windows
Color Archiver is a lightweight Windows application that helps users to pick, save, and search for colors. It sports a compact
layout that gives you the possibility to hover the mouse cursor over the area that you want to analyze. As soon as you release the
mouse, the tool automatically decodes data by specifying details about the RGB, CMYK color model, hex, and HTML data. Plus,
you can find data about the levels of hue, saturation, and luminosity. One of the top feature bundled into this tool enables you to
perform search operations for a specific color. Other important features worth mentioning are represented by the possibility to
create a list with favorite colors and provide a name for each one, view a palette with web colors, as well as perform conversion
operations (e.g. decimal to hexadecimal, decimal to octal). During our testing we have noticed that Color Archiver carries out a
task very quickly and without errors throughout the entire process. It is friendly with system resources, so it doesn’t affect the
overall performance of the computer. Color Archiver Setup: Important Features: - Search for a specific color - Open a color
scheme and analyze the RGB, cyan, magenta, yellow, hue, saturation, and luminosity for each selected color - View a palette
with web colors - Decode data by specifying details about the RGB, CMYK color model, hex, and HTML data - Convert
decimal to hexadecimal, decimal to octal - Convert colors (B&W to RGB) Supported file formats: *.bmp, *.jpg, *.jpeg, *.png,
*.tif, *.tiff, *.vti, *.xlsm - RGB, CMYK, and Hexadecimal colors - Indexed color names, RGB, HSV, HSL, and CMYK - HSB HTML colors, including HTML codes - XYZ - HTML codes (in lists) - HTML colors (in lists) - HEX color codes in lists HTML code - RGB values, including their codes (e.g. #ff0000) - HEX color values, including their codes (e.g. #ff0000) - TIFF,
BMP, JPG, and PNG - Web codes: CSS - XYZ - RGB - CMYK - HTML - Hex color values -

What's New In?
Search and select colors based on name or background Color and HTML decoded Ratio to HSL calculated Ratio to RGB
calculated Hue, saturation, and lightness calculated Select color from a list Download Color Archiver Get it Now Color Archiver
Free Download Latest Version For Windows. Color Archiver is a lightweight Windows application whose purpose is to help
users select the colors from a rich palette and decode web colors. It sports a compact layout that gives you the possibility to hover
the mouse cursor over the area that you want to analyze. As soon as you release the mouse, the tool automatically decodes data
by specifying details about the RGB, CMYK color model, hex, and HTML data. Plus, you can find data about the levels of hue,
saturation, and luminosity. One of the top feature bundled into this tool enables you to perform search operations for a specific
color. What’s more, you can open a color scheme and analyze the RGB, cyan, magenta, yellow, hue, saturation, and luminosity
for each selected color. Other important features worth mentioning are represented by the possibility to create a list with favorite
colors and provide a name for each one, view a palette with web colors, as well as perform conversion operations (e.g. decimal to
hexadecimal, decimal to octal). During our testing we have noticed that Color Archiver carries out a task very quickly and
without errors throughout the entire process. It is friendly with system resources, so it doesn’t affect the overall performance of
the computer. To sum things up, Color Archiver proves to be a simple-to-use tool that comes bundled with limited features for
helping you pick, search, and save colors. Color Archiver is a lightweight Windows application whose purpose is to help users
select the colors from a rich palette and decode web colors. It sports a compact layout that gives you the possibility to hover the
mouse cursor over the area that you want to analyze. As soon as you release the mouse, the tool automatically decodes data by
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specifying details about the RGB, CMYK color model, hex, and HTML data. Plus, you can find data about the levels of hue,
saturation, and luminosity. One of the top feature bundled into this tool enables you to perform search operations for a specific
color. What’s more, you can open a color scheme and analyze the RGB, cyan, magenta, yellow, hue, saturation, and lumin
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System Requirements For Color Archiver:
PC Specifications: PC Specifications: System Requirements: Specifications: Specifications: Specifications:
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